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ARTIFICIAL INSEMIMION OF CHICKENS AND TURKEYS 

By W. H. Burrows, Medical Technician (Vet,), and J, P. Q,uinn, Poultry Geneticist 

The artificial insemination of birds consists of t\70 procedures; one 
is the obtaining of semen from the males and the other the actual insemination of 
the ■females, -^ The'equipment hecessary' to carry on the work Consists of a receiving 
container-, a-syririgej-• and a tost tube," The receiving container is a small glass 
funnel-about'2''inches across the top with its stem cut to 1 I/2 inches in length, 
plugged with pa.raffin and thrust through a, cork or rubber stopper. The cork or 
stopper should not bo more than 1 I/2 inches in diameter. The syringe is the 
standard, l-cubic-centimeter tuberculin syringe commonly sold at drug stores for 
use in treatment of.diabetes, (The syringe is used without needle). The tost 
tube should not be more than 4 inches long so that the syringe will reach the 
bottom for withdrawing its contents. It should bo about I/2 to 3/4 inch in 
diameter. 

Method of obtaining semen. Males, either chickens or turkeys, must bo 
sepa,ra,tod from hens for a.t least two days before semen can be obtained with any 
certainty. In obtaining semen, the copulatory organ is ca.used to protrude slightly 
from the vent by a rapid massage of the soft part of the abdomen. By takiing hold 
deeply from above the vent with the thumb and forefinger c,nd forcing the copulatory 
orgou outwo.rd, semen is "milked" out. Continued rapid ma.ssage causes the bird to 
go through an ejaculatory response which refills the ducts for repeated "milking". 

The method is best handled by two operators. One operator holds the bird 
loosely by the thighs, supporting a.s nTuch weight as possible by extending his 
fingers under the breast. It, is very important that the bird be held loosely a.s 
rigid gripping grea,tly hinders the desired reactions. The roar of the bird is to- 
v/ard the second operator, its legs slightly spread so that the abdomen is v;cll ex¬ 
posed. The second operator ma,ssages the soft part of the abdomen with rapid move¬ 
ments of his right hand while forcing the tadl of the bird upward over its bank 
with the heel of his left hand. The th-umb and forefinger of the left hand are held 

^ ready to take hold of the vent from above and force the copulatory organ outwand. 

In th^ original method it was customary to massage the bird until an 
ejacula.tory response was obtained, at which time semen would be ejected. This v/as 
found to be -unsatisfactory becaus- defecation sometimes occurred, soiling the 
sample, and because of difficulty in obtaining the response in some of the birds. 

Therefore, the copulatory organ is forced outr/ard with a slow milking manipulation 
as soon a,s it can be seen protruding from the vent, and the semen milked into the 
receiving container which is held in the right hand. This container is small 
enough to be held in the crook of the forefinger, loaning the thur-ib and other 
fingers free to do the massaging. 
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After the semen has been milked from the ducts of the copulatory organ, 

the massage is continued until an ejaculatory response has been obtained when¬ 
ever this is possible. If the ducts have been well milked out, no semen vtIII 

be ejected during the ejaculatory response, but the reaction v;ill refill the 
ducts for the next milking. Also, this ejaculatory reaction aids considerably 
in training the bird, which becomes more sensitive to the stimulation. Each 
bird may bo milked from two to six times at each operation, or as long a.s semen 
can bo obtained from the ducts. In the turkey the attempt to obta.in an cjaxulatory 
response is not necessary. 

The chicken v/ill usually produce from 0.2 to 2,0 c c of semen once a day, 
and the turkey from 0,1 to 0.8 c c of semen once a. day. Nothing is gauned by 
a.ttempting to collect oftener than once a day. An occasional male is found which 
will not produce any semen. 

There is a, considerable difference in the ease with which semen can be ob¬ 
tained from different birds. In learning the technique, it is well to try a n-umber 
of birds until one is found which responds readily. After learning the technique 
on such a, bird the work with the others will be easier. 

The semen of the chicken is an even white in color, Contamina-tion with 
feces is obvious, when it occurs, beca.use of discoloration, but contamination with 
urine may not be so obvious. Urine sometimes leahs from the vent in the form of a 
clear sticky fluid. Any stringiness of the sample is proof of contaxiina,tion with 
urine. It is advisable to transfer the semen from each male, as collected, from 
the receiving container to the test tube so that accidental contamina.tion, if it 

occurs, v/ill ruin but one sample. All contaminated samples should be disc..rdod. 
Small white or crc;amy flecks or urates cannot be entirely avoided and a,re not cause 
for disca.rding a, sample. These apparently do no harm, either to fertility or to 
the health of the hen. 

The semen of the turkey is creamy in color, quite thick and sticky. It 
dries so rapidly upon exposure to the a.ir that it must be taloen up ',/ith the 
syringe as soon as possible after collecting. Care must be taJeen to a.void air 
bubbles as much as possible, Vdien the syringe is full, the semen is used directly 
from the syringe. Any attempt to collect a tube full of semen before using it, 
as is done with chickens, will result in considerable loss from drying. 

The appearance of a trace of blood at the end of the first few milkings 
of a bird is no cause for a.la.rm. This may occur quite frequently even vhien the i 
milking is done with extreme gentleness. It is a signal to cease opera.tions on 
the bird for the day. Some birds never show this tendency to bleed and those that 
do lose the tendency in a few days. No permanent harm appears to result from the 
bleeding, ' . , . 
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The Technique of Artificial Insemination of Kens, 
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The technique of artificial inseminatidn_^_of hens consists in exposure of 
the oviduct and injection of semen directly into the uterus. The chicken hen is 
held with the left hand under the hreast, the "forefinger "between the legs, and 
the thimh and other fingers around the outside of the'legs. The loose skin of 
the abdomen is grasped in the tips of the left fingers'pulling the feathers dovm- 
ward from the vent and forcing the abdominal contents into as small a space as 
possible. If this is properly done the vent will protrude slightly. The right 
hand is placed above the vent with the thumb and forefinger extending downward 
on each side of the vent. The hen's tail is forced upward over her back with the 
heel of the right hand. Tifith the hands in this position, a sudden pressure be¬ 
tween the hands will cause the oviduct to be everted as it is in normal mating. 
It will be found tha-t the sooner this whole procedure is c.arried out after the 
hen has been'picked up, the easier it will be to evert the oviduct. 

IJhen the oviduct is, fully everted so that its orifice can be plainly seen, 
the syringe — which has been filled with semen — is entered as far as it \7ill 
slide easily, about 2 inches. Before the injection is started, the pressure on 
the abdomen is fully released. A light pushing pressure is maintained on the 
syringe while the abdomen is being released so that the syringe will follow the 
retraction of the oviduct into the hen^ About l/3 of the length of the syringe 
is out of sight when the oviduct is fully retracted. The desired amount of semen, 
usually 0,1 c c , is then injected. 

The calibrations on the syringe cannot all be rea.d while injecting because 
of the one-third vhich is out of sight. To remedy this the calibrations are trans¬ 
ferred to the plunger with a. lead pencil. The syringe is filled v/ith water to the 
1-c c maxk a,nd the finger placed over the end of the syringe. The plunger is re¬ 
volved against the sharp point of the pencil until a mark is dravm around it where 
it enters the b arrel. An amount of wa.ter equivalent to the injection desired 
(usually 0,1 c c ) is expressed from the syringe and another mark made. This is 
repeated until the entire length of the plunger is marked. Injections can then be 
made from the marks on the plunger which will be accurate enough for all practical 
purposes. 

The turkey hen is handled a little differently on account of its size. The 
operator picks the hen up with her head toward him. He then stoops slightly and 
thrusts her head betv/een his legs. The breast of the bird rests on the sloping 

,) lap. The legs are held in the right hand until the left hand is in position on 
the abdomen. The legs are then released and the right hand is placed above the 
vent with the thumb and fingers extending dovnward on each side of the vent as 
with the chicken. The left hand gathers up the loose skin of the a.bdomen an with 
the chicken and the two hands are then used to bring a sudden pressure between the 
keel and the back. Sometimes this pressure must be considerable, but the oviduct 
will be everted with much less pressure if it is applied quickly than if it is 
applied slovrly. Ho harm to the birds has been observed even when grea.t pressure 
was necessary. The injection of semen in the turkeys is made the same as in chickens 
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The recommended procedure for chickens is the iriseminetion with 0.1 c c 
of semen once a week. If properly done this should yield from SO to 90 percent 
fertility. However, since the fertility of different matings varies somewhat 
with the same tj'pe of trsa,tment, it.may he necessary to use more semen or to 

insemina.tc more of ten,, or it may he possible to obtain good results v;ith less. 
Good fertility has hean_ obtained in some matings v/ith 0,05 c c of semen once 
a..,week, and v/ith 0.1 c c of semen once in ten days. >• The dosage must be deter¬ 
mined on the basis of results. 

TiTith chickens the best fertility is obtained when semen is used as soon as it 
has been collected, i.e., within an hour. However, as much as 50 percent fertility 
may be obtained with s-;men kept for several hours if it has been stored in a. cool 
place; (50 to SO degrees 1'.) 

Excellent fertility has been obtained from turkeys wdth 0.05 c c of semen. 
Hens that become fertile with this amount may retain their fertility for three to 
four v/eeks. However, all turkey hens do not become fertile a.s the result of a 
single insemination. A good routine procedure is to inseminate with 0.05 c c of 
semen at least t\,'ice within e. few days and reper'.t this process every three v/coks. 
Erorn 80 to 90 percent fertility may be expected from this procedure. 

Some hens, chickens as well as turkeys, do not become fertile even with 
the most careful and persistent inseminations. If a record is kept so that these 
hens are not used as breeders, a higher rate of fertility can be obtained from 
the flock. 


